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ABSTRACT
shirley. 2004. ACorrelative Study Between Anxiety and Students' Achievement in
Speaking A of Widya Mandala English Department ot2002-2003
Academic Year.
Thesis, Program studi Pendidikan, FKIP. universitas Katholik widy Mandala,
Surabaya.
Advisois: Dra. Agres Santi Widiati, M.Pd. and Mateus Yumarnamto, M. Hum.
Keywords: Anxiety and Speaking Achievement
In this technology era, speaking becomes an important skill for,every human
being, especially to communicate and to gain more knowledge. More and. more people
realire the importance to be able to speak in a foreigr languge' especially English'
which is spoken around the world. Even though speaking takes an itpiftTl position in
English teaching, the writer found out that many students still find difficulties in trytng
to Jpeak in ttre speatlng class. Students cannot express their thoughts and ideas.
When students ?ace many people and become the objects of their attention, the
tendency to be anxious becomei trigher and this makes the students remain silence in
the speaking class. on the other hand, students who feel relax in the speaking class will
be- more actirre in sharing their thoughts and ideas with the members of the class. These
situations definitely influence theil speaking achievement. This fact leads the writer to
investigate whethei there is a conelation between the students' anxiety level and their
speakrng achievement.^ 
h this study, the writer wanted to know whether there is a correlation between
the students, anxiety level and their speaking achievement. To carry out her study, she
chose the students who jorn speaking A class as the subjects of her study and used a
questionnaire namely Foreign language Classroom Anxiety Scale'
After colleciing il ar€ltyzng the data, the writer found that there is a
correlation between the students' anxiery level and their speaking achievement' In other
words, if the anxiety level is low, the speaking achievement will be high. In the other
hand, if the anxiety ievel is high, the speaking achievement will be low.
Finally, the writers sulgests that speaking class should be conducted in such an
interesting *-uV ,nu, it can give comfort and also motivate students to speak' Giving
;i;;G topics to be discuised is one example which can be done in order to help the
students to to*"l. their anxiety level in the speaking class. At last, through this thesis,
tt. *rit". hopes that there are ,orn" ."r""..hes conducted as a continuition of this
study.
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